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1. What is the B Corp legal 
requirement?
The B Corp legal requirement is a core element of certification demonstrating that all B Corps – no matter 

where they are in the world – share a commitment to pursue profit and purpose. The legal requirement 

demonstrates that companies hold themselves to a higher standard of accountability for their decisions. 

Companies commit to consider the impact of their decisions on stakeholders – employees, customers, 

suppliers, shareholders, community, and the environment, for example. 

The legal requirement helps companies protect mission through capital raises and leadership changes, and 

aligns investors (and potential investors), directors, founders and management.

We started exploring the benefit company model in Australia in 2012 - it was intended this model would 

provide the framework for meeting the legal requirement here. We're excited to announce we can now meet 

the goals of the benefit company model without the legislative reform. We’ve posted an article explaining this 

evolution in our approach.
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2. What does the Australian legal 
requirement involve?
An Australian company meets the legal requirement by amending its company constitution to include:

1. A purpose statement (‘purpose clause’):

‘The purpose of the Company is to deliver returns to shareholders whilst having an overall positive 
impact on society and the environment.’

2. A clause stating that its directors must consider stakeholders in their decision-making (‘stakeholder 
clause’):

1) In discharging their duties under this constitution, the Corporations Act and the general law, the 
directors or other officers of the Company: 

a. will include in their consideration the following factors:: 
i. the likely consequences of any decision or act of the company in the long term; and
ii. the interests of the company’s employees; and 
iii. the need to foster the company’s business relationships with suppliers, customers and 

others; and
iv. the impact of the company’s operations on the community and the environment; and 
v. the desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business 

conduct; and 
vi. the interests of the members of the company; and 
vii. the ability of the company to create an overall positive impact on society and the 

environment; and
b. Need not give priority to a particular factor referred to in paragraph (a) over any other factor 

(included in paragraph (a) or otherwise). 
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2. What does the Australian legal 
requirement involve? (continued)
The most appropriate place for the 'purpose clause' and the 'stakeholder consideration clause' is different.

Purpose clause

Some companies will already have an objects or purpose clause in their constitution. In this circumstance, it 
would be most appropriate for the existing clause to be amended. If they don't have such a clause, the 
purpose clause should be inserted at the beginning of the constitution as one of its foundational clauses.

Stakeholder consideration clause 

The stakeholder consideration clause concerns how the directors should discharge their duties. Accordingly, 
it is most appropriate that the clause sit with those clauses in the constitution concerning the powers and 
duties of directors.

Most constitutions will already have a clause that notes something to the effect that the company is 
managed by the directors, who may exercise all powers of the company that do not require shareholder 
approval. Amending this clause would be the most appropriate location for the stakeholder consideration 
clause.
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3. Why should a company amend 
its constitution? 
 

B  Lab Australia and New Zealand aims to improve the culture and practice of business across Australia 

and Aotearoa New Zealand so that the economy builds community and regenerates the environment. By 

amending company constitutions to include purpose and require stakeholder governance, companies can 

demonstrate leadership to achieve this aim. This change holds a company accountable to creating profit 

and positive impact.

This approach is also designed to help companies protect mission through capital raises and leadership 

changes, and aligns investors (and potential investors), directors, founders and management.

These provisions have been carefully prepared. They are designed to reflect best-practice governance 

practices seen in many businesses today, and particularly in Certified B Corporations who already commit 

to consider the impact of their decisions not only on shareholders, but also on its employees, customers, 

suppliers, the community, and the environment.

Amending a company constitution to include a higher standard of accountability comes with a level of risk. 

Without risk there is no accountability. Each company must consider its own context before making this 

change. Companies and their directors are accountable to shareholders, regulators (such as ASIC, APRA, 

and the ACCC) and potentially anyone else aggrieved by their actions, or inactions. Amending a company 

constitution is a clear commitment to your shareholders about how the business will be run, and how 

directors intend to meet their responsibilities. 
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3. Why should a company amend 
its constitution? (continued) 
Of course, future shareholders may make changes to the Constitution to change the clauses above. The 

clauses themselves do not prevent this. However, to maintain your status as a Certified B Corporation you 

will need to keep the clauses as we set out above (or later versions of the same).

We note as well that companies that make public statements about their purpose, including in advertising, 

already hold themselves out to a standard and could be held to account for those statements (for instance 

through competition and consumer laws, or by the ACCC).

In the current regulatory environment companies are increasingly exposed to a level of risk if they do not 

consider non-financial stakeholders. Changes in the regulatory environment and community expectations 

of business are increasingly focussed on non-financial stakeholders. For example: 

● ASIC and APRA have released guidance that shows both encourage a focus on non-financial risk 

● ASX recommends reporting frameworks for listed companies such as Task Force on 

Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 

● Investors and the community are applying more pressure on companies to manage non-financial 

risk

● Companies are experiencing increased litigation risks, particularly relating to failure to address 

climate change in long-term decision-making and risk assessments.

Risk can be managed through proper governance practices that ensure the company pursues both profit 

and purpose, and considers stakeholders. 
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4. What types of governance 
procedures should a company 
follow?
Companies can manage risks by implementing proper governance procedures to promote a higher 

standard of decision-making among directors. For example: 

● The board actively positions itself to hold management accountable to pursuing its purpose to have 

an impact, in addition to profit

● The board institutes a policy that requires matters brought to the board describe the consequences 

on the company’s purpose to have an impact and how stakeholders were considered in 

decision-making

● The board ensures that discussions of the board and its subcommittees canvass issues relevant to 

its purpose and stakeholders, and that these discussions are minuted

● The board has adequate induction materials and training for new directors as to its constitutional 

purpose and commitment to consider stakeholders

● The board’s charter makes clear the purposes and stakeholder considerations that directors must 

consider when making decisions.

If your business does not have a formal Board meeting regularly, or has owner/operators running the 

business, then directors can still follow the above steps by holding meetings where they note the decisions 

they make and actions they take. 
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5. How to meet the legal 
requirement
Under Australian law, a company may amend its constitution to set out the company’s objects.¹ For most 

proprietary limited companies, modifications to the company constitution may be made by special 

resolution passed by the company’s shareholders, subject to any further requirements specified in the 

constitution itself.² 

We recommend seeking legal advice for your specific circumstances, particularly if you are a public 

company or have complex shareholdings.  The following steps are general guidance intended to help 

companies through this process. Additional steps are required for public companies.

1. Read your company constitution to see if it includes any provisions relating to how the company 

may modify the constitution. If there are specific provisions dictating how modifications are to be 

made, you will need to follow that process. 

2. If the constitution does not include any specific provisions about modification, your company’s 

shareholders will need pass a special resolution that adopts the following two clauses into your 

constitution: 

a. Purpose clause (as set out at paragraph 2(1) on page 2)

b. Stakeholder clause (as set out at paragraph 2(2) on page 2)

¹ Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) s 125(2)

² Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) s 136(2) and s 136(3)
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6. What is a ‘special resolution’?
Special resolutions are generally put to the vote of shareholders at a meeting of the shareholders.  Where a 

physical meeting of the shareholders is held, a 'special resolution' means a resolution:

● where notice has been given to shareholders that sets out an intention to propose the special 
resolution and states the resolution; and

● that has been passed by at least 75% of the votes cast by shareholders entitled to vote on the 
resolution.

However, many companies prefer for proposed amendments to their constitution to be voted on without 

members physically meeting. 

A proprietary company with more than one shareholder may pass a special resolution if all shareholders 

entitled to vote on the resolution sign a document (also known as a circulating resolution of members) that 

states that they are in favour of the resolution set out in the document.  An example resolution is set out at 

Appendix 1. 

For companies with a single shareholder, a special resolution will be passed if the shareholder records the 

resolution and signs the record.  An example resolution is set out at Appendix 2. 

The examples provided are general guidance only, and companies should look into their specific 

circumstances to determine any particular requirements that may be applicable..
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7. The requirement for different 
business types

Legal 
requirement

Version 1

The clauses on page 2 are referred to as the “template clauses”. You may decide to develop more 
specific provisions adding additional purposes, or additional stakeholders; however, to satisfy the legal 
requirement, you must at least have the template clauses in your governing documents.

● For companies, including public companies, the template clauses need to be included in your 
company’s constitution.

● For sole traders, you must include the template clauses in a written statement that is made to 
the public at large (such as a purpose statement or customer guarantee made available on a 
website or other prominent place in your business)

● For partnerships, your partnership agreement should contain the template clauses, expressed 
to be binding commitments on all partners. If you have a board or other governing body, the 
template clauses must also be included in the charter of the board or governing body.

● For businesses operating as a Trust where the trustee is the direct owner of the business or its 
assets, the template clauses must be included in the trust deed so that they apply to the trustee, 
informing the trustee’s obligations to the trust’s beneficiaries. Note, where the business operates 
through a company but is owned by a trust, the template clauses should appear in the company’s 
constitution and they need not appear in the trust deed.

● For co-operatives, the template clauses should appear in the co-operative’s rules, which often 
state the co-operative’s objectives already. Care should be taken to align the template clauses 
with any existing object clauses.

● For mutuals, a mutual entity (or mutual company) will have a constitution that sets out the 
specific rules governing its internal affairs. The template clauses should be inserted into the 
constitution. As for co-operatives, mutual companies often have specific objectives expressed in 
their constitution, so care should be taken to align the template clauses with any existing object 
clauses.
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8. Where to get legal advice

Our B Corp law firms are offering an initial, obligation-free half hour consult to answer questions or 
discuss any tailored assistance you may need. 

Atticus Lawyers
Melbourne
Get in touch

Rankin Business Lawyers
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane
Get in touch

Marque Lawyers
Sydney
Get in touch
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